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The college fear factor by rebecca cox



Despite the best intentions, today's first generation of college students and their professors misunderstood and ultimately failed each other in the classroom, according to a new scientific paper on community college pedagogy. The College Fear Factor, published last month by Harvard University Press, is
based on five years of observations of community college courses and interviews with students and professors Rebecca Cox, professor of education at The University of Seyton Hall. In her work she tries to show how traditional college culture is an obstacle to student success, especially for disadvantaged
students. Why students are afraid Ofx believes that the discrepancy exists between the expectations of many students and their professors, and that some of the current pedagogical norms used in the classroom may be further this learning gap. Students can easily go to college without understanding
what is expected of them and how to meet expectations, Cox writes. However, being unprepared for certain expectations is not the same as not being able to justify them. When students do not follow or even break rules that are taken for granted, teachers can easily interpret the source of the problem.
For example, if a student's participation style is different from the norm, the teacher may believe that the student is not as capable as other students. Similarly, when a student cannot take the initiative to ask questions or seek help, the teacher may simply assume that the student is not motivated to learn.
In interviews with more than 120 community college students - usually the first generation - Cox notes that a coherent picture emerged of their professors. Students admitted to feeling intimidated by the academic knowledge of professors and the ability of teachers to evaluate students and assign grades,
Cox writes. In fact, the students were afraid that the professor would irrevocably confirm his academic inadequacy. This nervousness was particularly concentrated among those students who take math and composition courses, often a portal for more exclusive classes. Citing the underlying fear that they
would be exposed to their peers and professors as too stupid for college classes, many of the students observed by Cox exhibited a very low tolerance for feeling confused or making mistakes and often did not seek additional help to understand new skills or information. Others even deliberately skipped
assignments, fearing that their refusal would lead to a low assessment and confirm their inadequacy. Students interviewed by Cox expected their teachers to present substantial facts and a clear explanation of the textbook. As a result, many of these students seem completely comfortable as passive
recipients of professor's expertise in lecture format. Cox has determined that English classes can be the site that best illuminates pedagogical outages, because so often the goal for a student is to take over the power - at least as the authors of their own writing. Observing two freshman courses
throughout the semester, Cox heard from many students who complained that they were not taught to write. The two teachers she observed decided not to lecture their classes and instead chose a more collaborative classroom experience, forcing students to discuss round-table readings and editing each
other's writing. Unfortunately, some students interpreted the lack of lecture as a lack of instructions. The students' solid expectation has undermined teachers' efforts to achieve their pedagogical goals, Cox writes. Ultimately, the pedagogical conception of students led to clear resistance and prevented
them from taking alternative learning approaches, which they perceived differently as inappropriate b.s., a waste of time, or simply lack of learning. Similar concepts guided the participation of students in other classes that I observed, but the degree to which the frequency with which these two English
instructors flouted the established paradigm of college education led to unusual resistance from their students. These two cases are thus sharply attention to a phenomenon that is widespread in college classes. As professors can ChangeCox observed many different instructors who have had varying
degrees of success with their students using both traditional and non-traditional methods. However, she believes that the key to greater student success is not necessarily in the teaching method, but in how it is contextualized and explained. When teachers recognized the reasons for students' lacklustre
performance - whether in class or on assignments - they were much more likely to be able to shape students' beliefs and behavior, Cox writes. Thus, the most promising pedagogical approach achieved three main goals: it (a) demonstrated the instructor's competence in training; (b) Explained both the
teacher's expectations for student performance and the work routine; and (c) convinced students that they were more than capable of success. While Cox believes her research underscores the need for college teachers to consider the goals and expectations of students when designing and teaching their
courses, she offers one strong caveat. Let me be clear: understanding students' expectations and biases is not the same as adopting pedagogical strategies that support students' existing beliefs, Cox writes. But without a clear sense of what students expect when they college college Teachers may find
their ability to challenge preconceived notions enough to help students succeed may depend more on luck than on design. Reaction to ResearchCox, which has spoken to Inside Higher Ed about its work, says it is not her intention to give professors a way to engage students or imply that professors
should always give in to their students' preferences in developing teaching methods. She argued that professors simply need to be more aware of the preconceived notions of their students. I don't think pandering to student preferences is a good idea, she said. I just think some professors may be
surprised that student biases are out there about college and their grades. I kind of shied away from presenting a cookbook with bullet dots, but I've been watching some of the things that some professors have done that seemed to be helpful. One of the teachers, for example, gave an anonymous
questionnaire to his students before the semester. There are a million things like that that can be done. It should be all about changing the way they look at the situation in their classrooms. While her research is limited to community colleges and students she encountered were primarily first-generation or
otherwise disadvantaged, Cox said the central lesson of her book applies at any level of higher education. William Tierney, a professor and director of the Center for Higher Education Policy Analysis at the University of Southern California, reviewed Cox's work before it was published and appreciates the
emphasis he places on teaching. In terms of practice, we still have a long way to go, Tierney said. But, there are many discussions about how can I improve my teaching? I, for one, believe that teachers care very much about being better teachers and taking care of creating conditions that will help them
become better teachers. He also agrees with the fundamental meaning of her pedagogical argument. There has always been a delicate balance between teaching topics and teaching students, especially in community colleges, Tierney said. It is important for us to take into account where they come from
and where they go in life. We're not saying we're going to lower standards, but we need to meet students where they are. Howard Tinberg, professor of English at Bristol College and former editor of Teaching English in the Two-Year College, has a different look at excerpts from Cox's work. First of all, let
me say that at first glance, Cox's observation that students and faculty may misunderstand each other is obvious, Tinberg wrote in an email. The reasons for this misunderstanding are many and are bound, no doubt, by the preconceived notions training subjects require as well as how the class should be
he went on to say that he was concerned about some of the implications of the study. Mostly what concerns me about Cox's study is his obvious assumption that a) the faculty of community college by and large does not lay such a foundation in their courses and b) that community college students are
more likely to resist pedagogical innovation in the composition class, Tinberg wrote. Our students come with different levels of readiness: some are more willing than others for such training that they meet in their required composition class. But Cox can be sure that the community college faculty that teach
composition is time to appreciate the willingness of their students and history as writers, not to mention the teaching styles that these students bring to class. After all, community college composition classes tend to be small and very much, as we say, writer-center. I would also add that most community
colleges make up the faculty regularly in contact with academic support services, counselors and various professionals who work with many of our students who have special needs. We know our students well. There is a common belief in higher education that goes something like this: If students don't
succeed in college, it's due to their own lack of motivation. This is not an outrageous statement: Imagine scripted students not to turn in large assignments or dropouts after first grade. These students today, the professor might think, just lack the motivation they need to succeed in college. Dr. Rebecca D.
Cox, author of The College Fear Factor: How Students and Professors Wrong Each Other (2009), spent years studying community college students and faculty. In the voices of these students, who are now new traditional students on many campuses (first generation, work, parents, etc.), Cox found an
alternative explanation: fear. The fear that they won't succeed, that they don't belong, and that they're just not smart enough to attend college leads students to make protective decisions that often appear staggering for experienced educators who lead classes and campuses. By rethinking a student's lack
of progress (or at the more dramatic end of the spectrum, exhaustion from class or college) through the prism of fear, higher education can better help all students learn, persist, and succeed. Read on for four key strategies that you can apply on your campus today to help students overcome their fears.
Recognizing the challenge of one of Cox's first observations, born out of a five-year interview, is that for new traditional students, enrollment in college courses has proved an extremely stressful transition. Her interlocutors described concerns about starting college, partly based on past problematic
educational experiences. When going to college often portrayed as an exciting opportunity to start a new phase of life, for many students, that excitement is a distant second overwhelming fear. What does your campus do to address these concerns during admission and registration? In marketing your
orientation activities, do you ignore the complexity of students' feelings? Do you create a space for them to talk about their fears in the weeks and months leading up to the first day of class? Consider looking at your conveyor belt of registration through the prism of fear, ensuring that there are enough
support systems in place to help students call their anxieties and get support. Attract peer leaders who can speak to their fears and serve as role models for the transition. Revealing secrets When talking to teachers, Cox heard a common refrain that students were unprepared or unwilling to participate in
activities such as reading analysis, classroom discussions or peer-to-peer writing. When Cox questioned the students, they expressed frustration at any work in the class that they considered irrelevant or detached from their grades. Cox quantifies this gap between teaching and learning as a challenge
with, adapting to the culture of academia... special habits of thinking, acting, speech and writing that are often incomprehensible and alienate people outside of academia. In other words, the scientific community speaks the language. We expect our students to be willing to speak it too, often without giving
them a chance to learn it. This secret language is often referred to as the hidden curriculum that underpins the higher education curriculum. This is an unspoken set of rules that is obvious to many students who come from a generation of college students and are utterly abstruse for first-generation
students. Solution? Cut it open. Teach students the rules, expectations, and language of academia. The First Year Courses (FYE) is a great opportunity to help students understand this new culture. Do you require a FYE course on your campus? If so, do you explicitly include teaching and learning
opportunities that help all students gradually develop what Cox calls academic literacy? Rethink Assessment One of the scariest experiences for new college students includes official grades, especially first-in-the-year students. Cox said the prospect of presenting a first-class assignment for each course
was the scariest part of the semester. For some students, the only way to mitigate this fear was to completely avoid the assignment without curtailing it or dropping the class. Unfortunately for some students, exit is the ultimate fear management strategy. Examples of cumulative valuation are high rates,
graded appointments. If the first in the course summed up, there is a high probability students will avoid the risk of being exposed as unworthy of being a college student. Instead, the faculty may consider using low rates to shape grades in the first weeks of class, giving students unclassified feedback,
providing ample room for revision and coaching them to improve. Does your college assessment strategy rely too much (or too soon) on summing up grades? If so, an infusion of formative assessment opportunities can help fearful students to transition and succeed. With the best Professor Lee Cox
identified three key factors that the best professors have in common. First, their students perceive them as experts in their field. Where teachers were once admonished for being wise on stage, Cox's study found that students learn best when their professors retain their expert status. Second, the great
professors embodied a form of power based on interpersonal relationships, which students perceived as more credible than traditional professes. Some professors report; The best are also inspiring. Finally, high expectations for all students were passed on and maintained by the most effective professors
Cox studied. Is there a vision of what great teaching looks like on your campus? Do you invest resources to support teachers to analyze and develop their teaching? Do teachers have both formal and informal opportunities to discuss their work, their successes and their problems? If professional
development on your campus is limited to a day or two of seminars, it may be time to reaffirm your commitment to great learning. This semester and next, think about how you can apply one or more of these fear'busting strategies to help all students learn, succeed and persist. Like what you see here?
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